Hash Report
Run 283 – Brumston Bridge, Wythop Mill, 4th November 2018
Hares – Rocky Rock and Plum Tart
A select band of runners – but no walkers on this occasion, met on a damp autumnal
morning at the back of Sale Fell, to see what delights Rocky and Plum had in store
for us. After the usual sale of jams / chutneys and re-association with passing
random dogs, the hashers set off on random routes, before being called to heel
heading out on the back road towards the western end of Wythop Mill, before
starting to ascend the Corpse Road skirting Ling Fell. An inevitable “check-back”
that saw us retracing our steps back towards the road, before reclimbing up the
fellside in the opposite direction above Burthwaite, and ever upwards towards the
summit! Plum Tart was clearly seeking her revenge following her aborted attempts
to enforce order on a previous hash in Whinlatter earlier in the year! We eventually
started to descend – with some cynical hashers not believing that Plum would
actually take us downhill! We went through a small area of attractive woodland
before emerging on the green lane that runs between Highside Farm and Wythop
Mill. Heading back towards the village – could this be one of the shortest hashes on
record?
Of course not – don’t be silly! As we entered the top end of the village, the trail
hopped over a stile, into a garden and then surprise, surprise, headed west away
from the village. Before eventually emerging at a junction in the midst of
tracks! Some of us who have ventured into this area before – were starting to feel a
little anxious knowing we were very close to the infamous “Seacross Lonning” – aptly
named due to its likeliness to a stream! Could this be Huggy territory for his normal
in-hash dip! Sure enough due to Plum’s likeness for finding “shiggy” on a hash we
were into the lonning heading back towards the village. It started off remarkably dry,
before the inevitable mud bath, emerging at a proper stream adjacent to Beck Bank
Farm. The supposed ford provided the perfect opportunity for Huggy to submerge in
his hash ritual dip!
Immediately followed by a welcome ON IN to head back through the village to the
start point. An enjoyable hash and the rain held off for the event!
The ON INN was taken at Derwent Lodge – but unfortunately as I didn’t attend –
can’t comment on what it was like!
ON ON
Rent Boy

